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Period with You: A TBI Tale is a collection of poems written from the heart of an adult daughter
facing her father’s memory loss, aggression, countless hospital remains, falls, and ultimate death
following a traumatic brain injury. 100% proceeds would go to The TBI Fund Inc Each poem
supports the healing process for additional caregivers to know they are not by yourself.
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Thoughtful and heartfelt For anyone coping with a traumatic human brain injury, this little book
will provide you with lots to think about and help you understand that you are not alone coping
with this very hard circumstances. Very useful and inspiring. The introspective view of the
caregivers experience Heartfelt true accounts of a daughter who gave her all to her dad who
suffered a traumatic human brain injury. Must Read! This is a must read for everybody!! Poet
Anne-Marie shares her center through this most challenging journey. I REALLY LIKE it! A book for
just about any caregiver of a loved one! This collection is an easy read and a treasure that needs
to be kept and reread because of its gentle reassurance. It really shows lifestyle from the injured
human brain perspective. #JozefBookandBrew A book for any caregiver of someone you care
about! Although hard to comprehend the whys of life, these beautifully written poems provide
occasions of tranquil and peaceful perspective of a existence well lived along with loved...
Comforting, reflective Time with You: A TBI Story delivers comforting poetry and reflective
illustrations that share an understanding voice to what so many families face when caring for a
parent or older relative.This thoughtful and emotional book is a chance to for anyone who has,
who's or who will go through a tragic and challenging time with a person they appreciate who's
changed by life's circumstances. This thoughtful and emotional book is a . Beautiful Book, Ideal
for Healing This is a touching book that that’s you on a emotional journey. “Time with You: A TBI
Story” is crucial read for anyone who have offers been touched by a loved one suffering from
traumatic brain injury. A Must Read! A great read Great book
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